SPECIFIER OPTIONS: SEALUX SHOWER TRAY AND BATH SEALING SYSTEMS
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HYDROHALT
WITH TANKING
MEMBRANE OVER

Architects Choice Award 2017
Voted Best Interior Product
Visit: www.hydrohalt.com
The next generation of upstand seals:
Simple to install for a highly flexible joint
For regular and upstand shower trays
Install during/after installation of tray/bath
Install with shower wall tanking membranes (5)
Meets BS 5385 Part 4:2015 & DIN 18534 Part 1:2017

t irl: 01 2989 121
www.sealux.com

If a concealed silicone joint is preferred to an exposed silicone joint - consider Sealux.

If tanking walls - and an exposed silicone joint is preferred to a PVC joint - consider HydroHALT
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t uk: 0870 8760 121
e: info@sealux.com
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Visit: www.sealuxseals.com
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REG 25

PRO 20

REG 15

3 Profile Widths
25mm, 20mm & 15mm
PRO profiles have holes
REG profiles have no holes
If tanking walls specify REG profiles

The HydroHALT Sealing System combines three key components: an upstand strip (1), a foam silicone
backer rod (2) and Sealux-N silicone (3). The sealant (3) concealed between the tray sidewall (6) and
HydroHALT strip is durable and elastic to accommodate joint expansion.

The Sealux Sealing System combines a PVC wall profile with Sealux-N silicone. There are three profile
widths and each strip has a green silicone bond-breaker tape (t) applied to the inside face of the strip
allowing the silicone to release off the strip under tension created
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FIG. 5
by ledge/wall joint expansion and stretch like an elastic band.

HydroHALT PlumBud is installed by Plumbers during installation of tray or bath. HydroHALT TileBud is
installed by Tilers after installation of tray or bath. HydroHALT is a permanent movement joint seal fully
concealed behind the tray/bath and wall tiles after installation. During use, the exposed ledge/wall joint
sealant will require monitoring and replacement from time to time depending on shower usage, joint
movement and shower environment. In this regard, the HydroHALT is not as maintenance free as the
Sealux Sealing System which may be more suitable for rented properties and the like.

Sealux profiles are installed by Tilers after installation of shower
trays and baths. The sealant is retained inside the strip,
concealed and protected from the shower environment so the
Sealux Sealing System is virtually maintenance free. Sealux
strips are permanent movement joint seals partially concealed
behind the tiles and partially exposed and protruding over ledge.

Waterproofing membranes (5) should extend down over the HydroHALT strip portion located above the
ledge. HydroHALT installation video is available on the HydroHALT homepage.

Waterproofing membranes (5) should extend down over the
Sealux strip upstand portion bonded to the wall.

Aquastrap is an alternative to HydroHALT if it is not intended to tank the shower walls.

SEALUX REG 20
WITH TANKING MEMBRANE OVER

Trimlux is an alternative solution to Sealux with different aesthetics but equally durable.

FIG. 6
EPDM
Visit: www.aquastrap.com
Aquastrap consists of an EPDM
strip to which is bonded a 40mm x
2mm butyl adhesive bed (BA) over
which is bonded a 3mm round
backer rod (BR). A polyethylene
tape (PET) is bonded to the strip
above and along the backer rod.

Trimlux profiles are bonded to both the wall and ledge and
'flex' under stress of joint expansion through the incorporation
of a ribbed leg (x) inside the trim that remains anchored to the
ledge. Trimlux strips are installed by Tilers after installation of
the shower tray or bath.
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Trimlux conceals and protects the sealant inside the trim so is virtually maintenance free. Trimlux strips
are permanent movement joint seals partially concealed behind the tiles and partially exposed and
protruding over the ledge. Tanking membranes should extend down over the REG strip upstand portion
bonded to the wall, in a similar fashion to that detailed in FIG. 5 above.

Once installed the 3mm backer rod forms a pressure seal between the
tile/ledge sealant (4) and the butyl adhesive thus preventing butyl-reactive
tile/ledge silicones engaging the butyl adhesive. The polyethylene tape is a
silicone bond-breaker that prevents EPDM-reactive tile/ledge silicones
engaging the EPDM strip.
Aquastrap is installed by Plumbers and is a permanent movement joint seal
fully concealed behind the tray/bath sidewall and wall tiles after installation.
During use, the exposed ledge/wall joint sealant will require monitoring and
replacement from time to time depending on shower usage, joint movement
and the shower environment.
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Visit: www.trimlux.com
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Select Cladseal for PVC wall panels and Panseal for high pressure laminates (HPLs).
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Visit: www.cladseal.com

We recommend the use
of Sealux-N with all
Sealux Sealing Systems
http://www.sealux.com/pdf/Sealux-N_TDS_200118.pdf
http://www.sealux.com/pdf/Sealux-N_TDS_200118.pdf
http://www.sealux.com/pdf/Sealux-N_TDS_200118.pdf
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CLADSEAL 18

Visit: www.panseal.com

Cladseal & Panseal accommodate joint movement in a similar
way to Sealux profiles above. The sealant remains visually
concealed and environmentally protected inside the trim to
provide a flexible, durable waterproof joint seal that is virtually
maintenance free.
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